The Maine Center for Economic Policy provides citizens, policymakers, advocates, and media with credible and rigorous economic analysis to advance economic justice and prosperity for all Maine people.
Dear Friend and Supporter,

Despite 2020’s many challenges, we made a difference. MECEP mitigated the impacts of the pandemic on families and communities and advanced policies to restore the hope of prosperity for all Mainers. Highlights of the year include:

Securing COVID-19 relief for families and communities. MECEP and partners advocated to expand unemployment benefits to 86,000 Mainers affected by coronavirus-related loss of work and helped secure an additional $73 million to fund key priorities in the state budget.

Creating a brighter future for all Mainers. MECEP worked with legislative champions to develop policy proposals to strengthen and improve tax laws and close loopholes that impede potential revenue which funds resources and supports that create opportunity and promote equity.

Giving a cash boost to working families. MECEP crafted a proposal for a refundable tax credit for households with low to moderate income that provide unpaid family care.

Advancing racial equity. MECEP helped establish a permanent state-level commission to end racial disparities in state laws; documented the disparities and unequal recovery of Black families and workers from job losses due to COVID-19; and deepened engagement with organizations led by people of color to establish policy research priorities.

Leveraging expertise and helping newly elected legislators. In addition to independent research, analysis, and advocacy, MECEP analysts were in high demand for appointments in the policymaking process and directly drove research and solutions in both the Legislature and Gov. Janet Mills’ administration. During the election cycle, MECEP crafted a primer on the state’s unprecedented revenue shortfall spurred by the pandemic, emphasizing the threat to families and communities and how the next Legislature can protect essential services.

Shaping and informing the debate. In 2020, MECEP’s research and analysis were cited by local, state, and national media nearly 200 times. Reporters, columnists, and editorial writers rely on MECEP for reliable, evidence-based analysis of the most pressing policy debates.

Setting the stage for durable, broad-based support. MECEP worked with partners to develop and train new activists to speak out on inequality, tax fairness, and the need for progressive revenue; conducted education outreach to build support for revenue policies; and continued to enhance digital organizing to mobilize advocates.

We thank all our supporters, partners, board members and staff for being a part of our efforts to move Maine toward shared prosperity this year and in the years to come.

Sincerely,

Garrett Martin, Executive Director
Financial Statement

Revenues

- Grants .......... $963,413
- Donations ....... $281,521
- Other .......... $8,435

Total $1,253,369

Expenses

- Research and Analysis .......... $776,017
- Fundraising ........... $107,229
- Management and General .......... $149,098

Total $1,032,344

Assets

Net Assets Beginning of Year $798,967
Net Assets End of Year $1,019,992

Unrestricted Funds $534,116
Temporarily Restricted Funds $251,125
Restricted for Operating Reserves $234,751
TOTAL $1,019,992

Note: MECEP operates on a modified cash basis. Revenues do not include grant income received in 2019 and restricted for use in 2020 or grants received in 2020 and restricted for use in 2021.
MECEP Donors

Individual Donors

Nancy Adams • Justin and Rachael Alfond • Doug Allen • Tom and Diana Allen • Dan and Joan Amory • Karin Anderson • Richard Anderson • James and Carol Atleson • Colin Baker and Elaine Cinciva • Jo Anne and Michael Bander • Brian Banton and Nadia Celis • Becky Bartovics • Diana Beach • Betsy Biemann • Steve Bien • Keith and Beth Bisson • Emily and Jerry Bley • Peter Bowman • David Boyer • Grace Braley • Hal Brewster • Marilyn Bronzi • Frank Brooks and Marvin Ellison • Jeanne Brooks • Bill and Margarethe Brown • Richard and Anne Brown • Susan and Franklin Burroughs • Barbara and Rick Burt • Sandy Butler • Laura Buxbaum • Lynn and Mark Caldwell • Philip Caper and Karen Foster • Brownie and Dana Carson • Mary Cathcart and James Donovan • Mike and Dianne Cavanaugh • Nora Charles • Ben and Nicola Chin • James Reed Coles • Dale McCormick • John Cotton • Pamela Cox and Rick Kessler • Bill Creighton • Barbara Crider • Jeanine Crockett • Judith Cuddy • Scott Cuddy • Carolyn Curtis • Maulian Dana • Mac Deford • Orlando and Judy Delogu • Carla Dickstein • John and Laura Dorrer • Marlene D’Souza-Dye • Doreen and Jim Dun • Beth Edmonds • Thomas Eichler and Wendy Ross • Jim and Kathryn Elkins • Jonathan Falk and Laura Levenson • Irving Faunce and Jan Collins • Susan Feiner and Bruce Roberts • Lisa Feldman • Peter Felsenthal and Jennifer Litchfield • John Fitzgerald • Laura Fortman • Fen and Fran Fowler • Marty Fox and Thyle Shartar • Leonard Freeman • Martha Freeman and Dick Barringer • Deborah Friedman • Anne Gass and Richard Leavitt • Holly Gerlaugh-Weidner • Paul and Jean Gilbert • Waldo Gilpatrick • Eleanor Goldberg and Malcolm Burson • Bill and Monica Grabin • Geoff Gratwick and Lucy Quimby • David and Alice Haines • Amy Hanauer • John Hanson • Jody Harris • Charles and Suzanne Hedrick • Mike Herz and Kate Josephs • Joe Higdon and Ellen Sudow • Daniel Hildreth • Marianne Hill • Michael Hillard • Maria Hinteregger • Wayne and Sharon Hobson • Mary Hough and Paul Schroeder • Michael Howard and Valerie Carter • Kathleen Huntington • Marcus and Andrea Hutchins • Tim and Joanie Ingraham • Diana Jeanotte • Wick and Ruth Johnson • Bambi Jones and David Moskovitz • Judith Jones • Michael and Dodie Jones • Judy Kahr • Erica Dodge Katz • Barbara and David Kaufman • Allison Keef • Lock Kiermaier • Beth and Jamie Kilbreth • Brigitte and Harold Kingsbury • Dan and Caitlin Koehler • Ted Koffman and Joanna Allen • Ronald Kreisman and Roberta de Araujo • Peter Kraut and Sadie Fowler • Karen Kusiack • John and Susan Lacasse • Bruce Lackie and Jennifer Goldenberg • Michael and Rebecca Lambert • Lynne Lamstein and Sandra Haggard • Cathy Lee and Bob Moyer • Jonathan Lee • Sue and Bud Lewis • Bevis and Clara Longstreth • Bonnie and Ben Lounsbury • Jeffrey and Marilee Lovit • Ronna and Emile Lugosch • Ben Lund and Barbara Granville • Lisa Lunn • Jane and John Lunt • Stephen Malcolm and Martha Barrett • Joan Mansigian • Tony
and Marianne Marple • Garrett Martin and Jenny Mayher • James Matlack • Paty Matrai • Carolyn and David May • Janet May and Suzanne Brunner • Alec Maybarduk • Caroline and Bill Mayher • Benjamin McAlexander • John and Carol McCurry • Susan and Frank McGinty • Beth McPherson and Paul Kando • Samuel McReynolds • Peter Millard and Emily Wesson • Lisa and Roy Miller • Rebecca Millett and Kevin Kobel • Margot and Roger Milliken • Peter Mills • Stacy Mitchell and Jacob Halpert • Mario Moretto • Chip Morrison • Gilda Nardone • Sadhbh Neilan • Will and Pia Neilson • Lindsay and Mark Nelsen • Jeff and Ann Nelson • Andrew and Nina Roth-Wells • Bill and Rita Nugent • Mary O’Brien and Stephen Naculich • Frank O’Hara and Jane O’Rourke • Donald Osier • Carlton Parsons • David and Julie Pease • Fred Pease • Pam Person • Susan Petersmeyer • Ron and Suzanne Phillips • Peter Pitegoff and Ann Casady • Pam and Peter Plumb • Lisa Pohlmann and Kathy Sparrow • Bonnie Preston • Charlie Priest and Pat Ryan • Lili and Alex Pugh • Mackin and Christy Pulsifer • Ala and William Reid • Barbara Reinertsen and Terry Nordmann • John Rensenbrink • Sarah Rheault • James Richter and Delores O’Higgins • Betty Robinson and Victoria Larson • Bill Roche • Mike Roland • Frank and Jinx Roosevelt • Stephen and Wilma Rose • Jill Rosenthal • Bonnie Rukin • Jack Russell and Sandy Wilcox • Cheryl Rust • Linda and Jeff Sanborn • Lex and Christine Sant • Elizabeth Ward Saxl and Mike Saxl • George and Joyce Schelling • Matt Schlobohm and Kate Brennan • Maxine Sclar • Ellen Seidman • Syd and Deb Sewall • Stephen Shannon and Barbara Winterson • Sarah Shed • Brad Sherwood • Moira Simonds and Mark Nordenson • Ellen Skakalski • Shoshona Smith • Denise Soucy and Ned Steinberger • Richard and Alice Spencer • Ken and Joan Spirer • Kit and Eunice St. John • Jym St. Pierre • Sarah Standiford and Jeff Fetterer • Francine and Chris Stark • Susie Stedman • Ron Stegall • Jon Steuerwalt • David and Kathleen Stuchiner • Joan Sturmthal and Jon Lund • Mark Sullivan • Katie Syrett • Annee Tara and Tom Rumpf • Jeff Tarbox • Karen and Nils Tcheyan • Will Thieme • Ken and Eve Thorson • Tom and Gretchen Tietenberg • Bronwen and David Tudor • Mary Anne Turowski • David and June Vail • Lucy Van Hook • Kathy and Calvin Walker • Rob Walker • Ted and Candace Walworth • John and Maryanne Ward • Steve and Casey Ward • Rita Warner • Thom Watson • Lee Webb • Marvin Weissberg • Nina Weissberg and Stuart Martin • Kitty and Mark Wheeler • Mariellen Whelan • Martha White and Taylor Allen • Meg Wiehe • Margaret Wilson and Lloyd Van Lunen • Paul and Linda Wilson • Carol and Joe Wishcamper • Robert Wood and Emme-King Peterson • Doug and Judy Woodbury • Timothy Wyant • Donna Yellen • Jeff Neil Young • Peter and Margaret Zack • Anonymous (10)

Bequests

James A. Lippke and Joan T. Lippke Charitable Remainder Unitrust
Grantors

Center for Responsible Lending • Center on Budget and Policy Priorities • Consumers for Affordable Health Care • Economic Policy Institute • Elmina B. Sewall Foundation • Helen and George Ladd Charitable Corporation • Hopewell Fund • Maine Health Access Foundation • Open Society Foundations • Sam L. Cohen Foundation • Sixteen Thirty Fund • Stoneman Family Foundations • The Annie E. Casey Foundation

In Recognition

Jody Harris • Janet Smith • Kit St. John (2)

In Memory

Joe Mayo

MaineShare

MECEP is a proud member of MaineShare, which provides funding to more than 40 statewide organizations working every day to make Maine a better place to live.
MECEP Staff, 2020

Sarah Austin  
Tax and Budget Policy Analyst

Jody Harris  
Associate Director

Garrett Martin  
Executive Director

Megan Michaud  
Director of External Affairs

Mario Moretto  
Communications Director

James Myall  
Economic Policy Analyst

Cara Scozzafava  
Digital Communications and Design Manager

Ellen Skakalski  
Development Associate
MECEP Board of Directors

**Lee Webb, Ph.D., Chair**  
Senior Policy Fellow, Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center  
Camden, Maine

**Barbara Burt, Vice Chair**  
Communications Expert/Nonprofit Leader  
Boothbay, Maine

**Pamela Cox, Treasurer**  
Retired Senior Vice President, World Bank Group  
Bath, Maine

**Ben Chin, Secretary**  
Deputy Director, Maine People’s Alliance  
Lewiston, Maine

**Sandra Butler, Ph.D.**  
Professor, School of Social Work, University of Maine  
Orono, Maine

**Maulian Dana**  
Ambassador, Penobscot Nation  
Indian Island, Maine

**Marcus Hutchins**  
Retired Economist  
Southport, Maine

**Michael Kebede**  
Policy Counsel, ACLU of Maine  
Portland, Maine

**Michael Lambert**  
Small Business Owner  
Portland, Maine

**Stacy Mitchell**  
Co-Director, Institute for Local Self-Reliance  
Portland, Maine

**Matt Schlobohm**  
Executive Director, Maine AFL-CIO  
Greene, Maine

**Lucky Van Hook**  
Community Outreach Program Manager, Our Katahdin  
Millinocket, Maine